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Organizing & Education
Co-designing research together 
with affected communities

Methods & Software
Inventing & Maintaining secure, 
scalable systems to collect data 
and intervene with consent online

Research & Evidence
Organizing communities of 
millions in actionable research 
that also grows science

CAT Lab works alongside communities to 
test ideas for improving digital life

citizensandtech.org/research/



Broadening Digital Inclusion
(WikiLovesAfrica)
- What is the effect of outreach and 

recruitment messaging campaigns 
for WikiLovesAfrica?

Welcoming newcomers
FR  & DE Wikipedias
- What are the effects of welcome 

messages and mentorship offers 
on French Wikipedias?

- What are the effects of showing 
newcomers information about how 
many people viewed their 
contributions?

CAT Lab works alongside communities to 
test ideas for improving digital life

Testing the effects of thanks 
(DE, PL, AR, FA Wikipedias)
- Does receiving thanks influence

how people contribute to 
Wikipedia

- Does sending thanks influence how
editors feel about contributing?

citizensandtech.org/research/



How to play:

Two Knowns & an 
Unknown

Form: 
bit.ly/wikimania-trivia-2022

PDF: 
bit.ly/wikimania-trivia-2022-
pdf

Instructions
1. We will assign you to a room
2. Get to know each other: "If someone 

visited your region, what food would 
you serve them?"

3. Game Time: The google form will show 
you 10 series of 3 statements: 
a. 2 statements about Wikipedia 

established through research
b. 1 statement about Wikipedia that 

research has not yet uncovered 
c. If someone in your group is vision 

impaired, please read aloud
4. You will have 25 minutes for your group 

to guess which is “unknown”
5. At the end we will review answers 

6. Everyone wins by meeting people, 
learning, and imagining research!

https://bit.ly/wikimania-trivia-2022


Receiving thanks from editors on multiple language Wikipedias leads 
volunteers to express more thanks to other Wikipedians as well. 

Wikipedia contributors who spend more time removing vandalism also 
report spending more time mentoring newcomers, across multiple 
language Wikipedias.

Adding an image to Wikipedia biography will increase the views that 
the article receives.

An Example 



Form: bit.ly/wikimania-trivia-2022

PDF: bit.ly/wikimania-trivia-2022-pdf

See you in 25 minutes!

https://bit.ly/wikimania-trivia-2022


We can reliably identify the gender of registered Wiki users based on 
profile information. (Minguillón et al., 2021)

The reduction of mobility during COVID increased the volume of people 
seeking information on Wikipedia. However, once mobility returned to 
normal, the volume also returned to normal, but the kind of information 
people looked for did not. (Ribeiro et at., 2021).

Contributions from Tor users that slip though detection are similar to 
contributions from unregistered and new editors (Tran, 2019). 

1. 



Wikipedia editors who spend more time monitoring Wikipedia for 
damaging content feel more emotionally drained but also more positive 
about their contributions compared to those who do less monitoring 
work. (Matias et al., 2020)

Requiring account registration to edit Wikia wikis reduced both the 
number of low-quality edits and the number of high quality edits, 
causing an overall decrease in quality, across 136 communities. (Hill & 
Shaw, 2021)

Data scientists have created a single reliable measure of information 
inequality on Wikipedia that works across languages and cultures. This 
measure can be used to monitor and improve how well Wiki Projects 
represent the world's knowledge. (Beytía, 2020; Zia et al 2019)

2. 



As of 2021, the Wikimedia movement has found effective ways to 
increase the retention of editors from Asia, Africa, and Latin America 
year on year (Community Insights, 2021)

Edit-a-thon organizers have motivations beyond closing gaps in 
Wikipedia. For example, they also hope Edit-a-thons can build 
information literacy and foster community outside of Wikipedia. (March 
& Dasgupta, 2020). 

While female music artists are underrepresented in the music industry, 
males are underrepresented on Wikipedia. (Wang et al., 2021) 

3. 



While volunteer contributions to Wikipedia increased during COVID-19, 
larger Wikipedias grew more than small Wikipedias, which largely 
stayed at the same levels of participation. (Ruprechter et al.,  2021)

Financial support intended to incentivize contribution to Wikipedia does 
not lead to active participation across all Wikipedias. (Khatri et al., 
2022)

Over the last decade, the coverage gap on Wikipedia between Europe 
and Africa, has reduced by roughly five times. (Dittus & Graham, 2022)

4. 



Sociocultural norms impact Indian women's ability to contribute to 
Wikipedia in ways that have not been identified in other language 
Wikipedias. (Chakraborty & Hussain, 2022)   

Recommender algorithms that suggest priorities to editors based on 
WikiData, are an effective way to fill knowledge gaps across 
Wikipedia.(Redi et al 2021)

A person’s biography is more likely to be available in languages 
common to the person’s nationality, ethnicity, and background. (Field at 
al., 2022)

5. 



Wikipedia is used to satisfy a variety of motivations, from looking up a 
topic that was referenced in media or conversation to wanting to learn 
something, with no dominant individual motivation. (Singer et al., 2017)

Biography pages of transgender women and non-binary people tend to 
be longer and available in more languages than comparison articles, 
indicating a possible glass ceiling effect in which there is a higher bar 
for transgender women and non-binary people to have a Wikipedia 
article. (Field & March, 2022). 

Edit-a-thon organizers across language Wikipedias have motivations 
beyond closing gaps in Wikipedia. For example, they also hope 
Edit-a-thons can build information literacy and foster community 
outside of Wikipedia. (March & Dasgupta, 2020) 

6. 



Globally, women are underrepresented as readers of Wikipedia. 
(Johnson et al., 2021). 

On the weekends and late at night, Wikipedia readers are more likely 
to be led to Wikipedia by media coverage; on Fridays and Saturdays, 
they are more likely led by conversations. (Singer et al., 2017)

Data on behavior from Wikipedia can provide a reliable, indicator 
across languages of conflict and edit wars, including conflicts between 
bots. (Geiger & Halfaker, 2017) 

7. 



Wikipedians and social scientists have found reliable ways to increase the 
visibility of notable women in Google results and the Wikipedia's link 
structure by adding new biographies.
(Langrock & González-Bailón, 2022)

Biographies about women who meet Wikipedia’s criteria for inclusion 
are more frequently considered non-notable and nominated for deletion 
compared to men’s biographies. (Tripodi, 2021) 

Newcomers feelings of empowerment have increased since 2019. 
Especially among women and newcomers in East Asia. (Community 
Insights, 2021)

8. 



Most reported harassment on Wikipedia is perpetuated by multiple 
people over time (vs harassment perpetuated by one person once). 
(Wikimedia Harassment Report, 2015)

Wikipedia use among urban and rural users is similar.(Redi et al, 2021)

Most Wikidata items propagate to only a few language editions. 
(Valentim et al., 2021)

9. 



There is a link between users' circumstances and how they use Wikipedia. 
For example, people who use Wikipedia for work or school tend to access 
articles directly and spend more time reading, while those satisfying 
boredom use internal links and spend less time reading. 
(Singer et al 2017)

Showing newcomers view counts on articles they edited causes them 
to see the value of their edits and contribute more to Wikipedia. 
(Growth Team 2022 - contact them if you want to help!)

Adding a trust meter to Wikipedia pages influences to trust individual articles 
in ways that match their actual reliability— lower trust for unreliable articles 
and higher trust for reliable ones. (Kuznetsov et al 2022)

10. 



THANK YOU! ● Nominate a team VIP in the chat
● Expect a blog post soon!
● Add errors or research we missed 

to the form
● Connecting with researchers:

○ wiki-research-l@lists.wiki
media.org

○ www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wiki
media_Research/Showcase

● Many thanks to everyone who 
submitted ideas for quiz answers!

citizensandtech.org

mailto:wiki-research-l@lists.wikimedia.org
mailto:wiki-research-l@lists.wikimedia.org
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